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QUESTION 1

Is it possible to use an existing JAR in my Worklight adapter? 

A. No, it is not possible 

B. Yes, it is possible. JAR file should to be added to server\lib folder 

C. Yes, it is possible. JAR file should to be copied to Eclipse workspace 

D. Yes, it is possible. JAR file should be added to server\java folder 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A developer is using a Worklight Studio installation that is configured with the Android 2.2 SDK and the corresponding
Google USB driver. The developer has connected an Android device to the machine via a USB cable. The developer
tries to run the application on the device but does not see the device listed as a target. What can be a cause for this
issue? 

A. Worklight does not support testing on Android 2.2 devices. 

B. Installed Google USB driver is deprecated and must be explicitly enabled. 

C. Installed Google USB driver does not support the device connected to the machine. 

D. The worklight.properties file of the application is not configured to allow USB connection. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

When should the Shell development approach be considered? 

A. There are only two developers 

B. The company wants to create a number of mobile applications sharing a common native code base and
authentication mechanism 

C. The company wants to create a native iOS and Android application, but its resources are limited 

D. The company has distributed development teams situated on different continents that must share the source code 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

What information cannot be retrieved using WL.Device.getNetworkInfo API? 
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A. Device\\'s current IP address 

B. Telephony type currently in use (GSM/UMTS etc) 

C. Whether device is currently or roaming 

D. Device\\'s phone number 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the below connections are mandatory for push notifications to work? (Choose three) A. Client application
should be able to connect to a APNS/C2DM server 

B. Client application should be able to connect to Worklight server 

C. Worklight server should be able to connect to a APNS/C2DM server 

D. More than one OS platform is required 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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